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ABSTRAK

This Thesis entitled Analysis on Simple Prepositions Used in Anthology Books Written by Ahmad Tohari,
Entitled â€œMata Yang Enak Dipandangâ€• Into â€œKind Looking Eyesâ€•. In this research the writer
analyze the simple preposition di, pada, ke, and dari and their equivalent in English version. Preposition is an
interesting problem to analyze, because there are many mistakes when the students translate it into English
as target language.Moreover there are many prepositions which can be chosen as the equivalent of one
preposition in Indonesia. In this novel contained fifteen short stories, but the researcher only analyzing four
short stories deeper. During the research, the researcher used qualitative descriptive method. Based on the
findings, there are 45 sentences that containe preposition di, 9 sentences with the preposition pada, 30
sentences with the preposition ke, 20 sentences with the preposition dari. Therefore the number of
preposition di, pada, ke, and dari found was 109 sentences. After analyzing the data in fact, a preposition in
source language can be translated into many prepositions in target language. The preposition di is translated
into many prepositions in the target language such as: under, on, across, near, in at, into, to, behind, by, with,
from, inside, and between. The second is translation pada translated into with, at, to, on, and towards. The
third is preposition ke translated into many preposition in English such as: into, to, towards, in, and forward.
The last one ispreposition dari translated into three prepositions in target language such as: from, off, and
within.To concluded, one preposition in Indonesia actually van be translated into many preposition in English
as target language. The usage of preposition based on the function and meaning of each preposition.
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